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electronic absorption spectra, as well as spontaneous and stimulated emission of dyed solutions with metal 
nanoparticles. Under this model, absorption rate of photons in the presence of an external magnetic field induction B 
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where  ZE  - the electric field vector of the excitation, LJ  is the width of the Lorentz contour of the molecule 
absorption band, ifZ  is the resonance frequency of the transition between the ground i and the excited f states of the 
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The permittivity of metal is a second rank tensor, its nonzero components in the magnetic field induction B were 






























The gyration vector ( | )g BZ , which determines the off-diagonal elements of the tensor ( | )BH Z( : xy yx igH H   ,  
has the form 
2











.  (4) 
 
The parameters 24 /p ee n mZ S  and / ( )L eB mc:   in (3)-(4) is plasma (Langmuir) and Larmor frequencies of 
electrons, respectively; J  is the electron collision frequency (dissipation coefficient). 
Dipole dynamic polarizability of the spherical metal nanoparticle placed in a magnetic field is a 
magnetodependent second rank tensor, as well as a metal permittivity,  
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Through > @ 1( | ) 2 mH Z H B I
(  in (5) is denoted a tensor, the inverse of the tensor > @( | ) 2 mH Z HB I
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depending on the mutual orientations of the vector p and tensors ( ), ( | )D ZG r B
( (
. Therefore, for different geometric 
configurations of the system may experience different responses to the external magnetic field.  
In Fig. 4 shows the change in the spectrum of the spontaneous rate of deactivation of the "molecule-NP" in a 
magnetic field of varying induction B value. If B = 0, the rate value ( )spw Z  has the largest amplitude. 
At inclusion of a magnetic field the spectral peak is split onto two components which "diverge" on frequency 
with increase of induction B. Amplitude values of ( )spw Z change when moving NP concerning a molecule on 
angles 0,  / 4,  / 2T S S . In Fig. 4 shows a graph when the direction vector of the dipole moment of the molecule 
corresponds to the angle / 4t S . The following dependence is established clearly: if the angle between vectors of 
p and B is large, then the rate of the spontaneous radiating deactivation of the molecule located near NP will be 
larger.  
As a result of the calculation it is found that absorption rate of photons by a "molecule-NP" system can be 
increased almost 4 times. This can be done by impacting the system by the external magnetic field with induction of 
about 10 T, when the vectors B and r are collinear, and the angle between them and the vector p is 45 degrees. 
In a case when the vector B is orthogonal to vectors r and p, the spontaneous rate deactivation of a molecule 
decreases with increase of the magnetic field induction. The radiative deactivation rate of the cluster in a constant 
magnetic field increases with a location change of NP relative to the molecules to the angles 0,  / 4,  / 2T S S . It 
should be noted that we do not considered the channel of nonradiative deactivation of the system, by the energy 
transfer from the excited molecule to the NP, and Lenz-Joule heat dissipation after that. This process, in turn, will 
depend on the external magnetic field, since its effectiveness is determined by the imaginary part of the 
polarizability of the metal particle. 
So, the probability in unit time (rate) ( )rlw Z  of nonradiative energy transfer from the molecule to the anisotropic 
nanoparticle with polarizability ( | )D Z B(  can be presented through characteristics of field and cluster in the 
following form 
 
*1 1( ) Im ( ) ( | ) ( ) Im ( ) ( | ) ( )
2 2rl





where V is the volume of the nanoparticle. 
As shown in [Kucherenko et al. (2015)], at the experimental measurement of a luminescent intensity of the 
molecules adjacent to the metal nanoparticles, it is necessary to take into account the contribution of the metal 
component of the system in its quantum yield of luminescence. The results of studies of molecular systems with 
metal NP in a magnetic field, where will be defined precisely these characteristics of luminescence, is scheduled to 
be published in the near future. 
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